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Description :Q: Sum of Squared of Bins defined by max function in Python Let's say I have a list of bin sizes that I want to sum
to find the size of the largest bin (like count(max(my_list))), but I want the sum of the squared bin sizes. I know I can do this

with a loop, but I'm wondering if there's a vectorized way to do it. A: This will work: l = [2,3,5,6,7] bin_sizes = [max(x) - x for x
in l] square_sum = np.sum(np.square(bin_sizes)) print square_sum # [12, 45, 140] And then summing all of the squares of the
bin sizes is just a simple addition: square_sum + sum(bin_sizes**2) # [31, 78, 225] I think this is pretty close to a vectorized

approach to the question. numbers = [2, 3, 5, 6, 7] maximum = max(numbers) sum_squared =
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sum([(numbers[i]-numbers[i-1])**2 for i in xrange(1, len(numbers)+1)]) print maximum, sum_squared It's hard to believe there
was a time when regular, old paper meant you could go straight from reading something to snacking on an apple (or a full

English, for the binge-eaters among you). But thanks to Michael Curry, you can get your daily dose of 17th-century imagery and
words right now. For instance, even though the two King's College students who sent us this photo of the King's College library's

digital book system last week got into a spot of bother with the college's IT department, they'll probably be thanking
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